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When we were just getting started with COMSOL Multiphysics, we never thought about the license level that we should start with. At first, we created a "free" license for ourselves, with a 5 or 10 CPUs license, as a way to test the product. Then we started to experience scaling issues with our simulations and we needed to continue
upgrading our licenses. At that point, the idea of having a strategy for licensing COMSOL Multiphysics was born. Today, here is the strategy that we are following: 1) A "Restricted" license, which is a company that needs more than 10 CPUs, will buy a "Restricted" license of COMSOL Multiphysics, or, better, will buy a Floating Network

License (FNL). 2) A company with less than 10 CPUs will be able to do a Floating Network License (FNL) or buy a "Floating" license. 3) All other companies will be able to either purchase a "Restricted" license or a floating license. 4) A "Restricted" license, or a floating license, will work with a single user. You can share the license between
several users, but you are not allowed to share a single CPU license between several users. Another reason to consider starting with a floating license for your company is that you will be able to reduce your license needs over time, while still being able to use all the features of COMSOL Multiphysics. Here are the main reasons that

convinced us to switch to a floating license: 1) You have the option to add licenses later, without paying the previous license again; 2) When you have 5 CPUs or 10 CPUs, you can be sure that you can use all the available features; 3) As you scale with the number of CPUs you need, you can react more quickly to the need to add CPUs; 4)
Your company will have a single license associated to several users, instead of one license per user; 5) Because of the different licensing models, you have the opportunity to migrate to a FNL, if needed. With all that in mind, here are the two different licenses that you can choose in COMSOL Multiphysics: Please note that here is a

RESTICITED license, with a Floating Network License (FNL). What is Floating Network License (FNL)? The Floating Network License 6d1f23a050
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